First Semester Plan
Math 3 Column Version

Take a look at the example:

Math 3 Column Version: Accounting Example
1) The degree name is inserted in the first available field.
2) No additional information is needed, so the optional information field text has been deleted.
3) The information for English courses is located at the top of the page. Students will use this to help fill in the blank in their course list.
4) Math ACT/SAT scores have been entered according to requirements for this curriculum. The appropriate courses for the math sequence have been added.
5) Additional required courses have been added. Courses with multiple options include a short descriptor and space for information.
6) Additional instructions have been added in blank fields.
7) The total number of credits has been added at the bottom of each column.
8) Up to five humanities and five social science courses have been checked as recommended. (Curricula not requiring humanities or social science courses can delete this page.)
9) Page three lists options and credit amounts for the courses on page one. This is a simple example, but you can substitute any supplemental information that is useful for your curriculum.

To Edit:

1) Open one of the three plans or one of the existing examples using Adobe Acrobat.
2) Modify or delete any text within brackets [ ].
   1. Make sure “highlight existing fields” is enabled.
   2. Edit to add the Degree name. Edit or delete [Optional Space for Information].
   3. Examine the included Math ACT/SAT score ranges. Adjust these scores to reflect your curricular requirements.
   4. Examine the included Math/Chem courses. Adjust to reflect your curricular requirements.
   5. Edit [Required Course (cr)] in each column to fit curricular requirements and credit numbers.
   6. Total the number of credits for the semester at the bottom of each column.
3) On page two, check up to five boxes each to recommend humanities or social sciences courses. Use the legend to determine which courses also satisfy American diversity or international requirements. Delete this page if it is not pertinent.
4) If your curriculum requires necessary supplemental information, such as lists of courses for slots that can be satisfied with multiple options, attach pertinent information on another page. (See FSP—International Studies Example-English Version for an example).
5) Save your changes.
Instructions for Students:

1) Find your English ACT/SAT score and circle the course listed below it. If you need further information about English placement or believe that your test score does not accurately represent your ability, please visit this website:
   http://www.uidaho.edu/class/english/firstyearwritingatui/writing-placement.

2) Find the column that matches your Math ACT/SAT score. Circle this column. If you need further information about math placement or believe that your test score does not accurately represent your ability, please visit this website:

3) Write the English course that you circled above in the space provided.

4) If your list of courses includes a field that looks something like this “Anyword___________(# cr)” follow this sequence:
   1. Check the remaining pages in this document for more information or lists of classes.
   2. Follow any directions located at the bottom of your column.
   3. Ask your advisor for clarification.

5) Fill in any blanks and register for these courses. Please contact your advisor with questions or if you have AP or dual credit that may affect this schedule.